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The way time in music is being experienced by musician and listener does not 

coincide with the clock ticking away.

The Canadian composer Claude Vivier had already, in his short life, revealed a 

unique musical personality. His compositional wanderings made him dive headlong 

into an idiom freed from the “prerequisites” of new music. The transparency of his 

musical texture and the imaginative use of the piano give off a sense of brilliance 

and at the same time tenderness. The musical time is not to be confined to bar 

measures if one wants musical gestures to effortlessly come to life.

Messiaen sets his motifs in a circular (or rather, spiral) motion that seems to be

eternal. What the listener hears brings kaleidoscopic shapes to mind. His phasing 

technique leads to a multilayered co-existence.

In the work of Stefan Wolpe we deal with static structures. An almost autistic 

repetition of ideas combined with very high volume initially gives the impression 

of a sonic assault. Later on the melodious essence of the piece becomes all the 

more clear. The third part of the sonata could very well be conversing with a 

Bachian fugue.

At the end comes the last sonata of Beethoven, which spreads the two centuries that 

separate us from his time. It nevertheless reaches us palpitating with power to 

push us beyond customary life. A short, violent and rushing first movement is 

followed by a long, slow and transcendental second movement. At a very early stage 

in the history of music Beethoven touches the issue of perception of musical time; 

the expansion of time takes place in its metaphysical sense.


